
01 Introduction 
If there was a map able to 
guide you to the answer for 
all the why’s in your life, 
would you follow the 
directions? If there was a 
book able to explain the 
reason for the choices you 
have made and behaviours 
in your life, would you read 
it? 
This seminar offers you the 
means to understand who 
you are, and why you are 
the way you are. It is called 
Neuro-Sociological Profile, 
but we like to call it, YOUR 
own instruction manual. 

Samadhi -  Terapias 
Alternativas 
Rua da Olivença, 24A 
8500-747 Portimão 

02 Objective 
This seminar will have you 
knowing yourself, 
understand your 
personality, seeing your 
weaknesses and strengths. 
It will teach you the crucial 
importance of being a true 
left or right handed person, 
or a contraire. It addresses 
your cosmic context since 
conception to the moment 
of your birth, and of course, 
teach you the importance 
of your neuro-sociological 
pattern that has made the 
image on your mirror today.
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03 Methodology 
The seminar will unfold 
during four days: 
Phase1: One day for profile 
identification.  
Phase 2: Three days for 
neuro-spatial positioning.

You will learn how to:  
- Prepare for the transition 

into menopause or 
andropause and prevent 
the manifestation of  
disease; 

- Understand your own 
healing pace. 

Phase 2  
- Analysis of the neuro-

sociological seesaw 
games related to states 
of imbalance; 

- Identification of 
pathological power 
factors during 
neurological shifts 
(supported by 
mathematical modelling); 

- Understand the 
development of 
pathologies according to 
the neuro-sociological 
profile; 

- Discover the 
repercussions of profile 
concept on the four 
neurological layers; 

- Integration of profile 
concept in available 
therapies; 

- Clinical case studies.

04 Analysis 
Phase 1 
- You will identify your own                

Primordial Footprint 
Profile (PFP) 

- You will learn its influence 
on your professional and 
personal life; 

- You will learn about the 
mechanics of neuro-
spatial positioning 
according to your profile; 

- You will experience the 
power of the inner 
psychic and how 
sociological forces 
condition and manipulate 
one’s functioning. 

You will understand: 
- Why YOU experience 

behavioural and 
emotional fluctuations in 
your relationships; 

- Your food and clothing 
preferences, your choice 
of music, your interior 
home  layout; 

- Your different levels of 
performance, successes 
and failures; 

- Your more or less 
excessive reactions to 
alcohol and drugs. 

06 Pricing & 
Conditions 
For pricing information 
please contact us 
directly. 
We will require a 30% 
deposit to secure your 
place. This deposit is 
non-refundable as we 
are legally obliged to 
comply with full 
booking charges 
regardless of 
attendance. 

07 Contacts & 
Information 
For additional information 
please contact; 

Lília Nunes  
+351 935 965 389 (PT, 
EN,SP) 
liliacsn@icloud.com 
Margaret Krijnen  
+351 939 165 707;  
+31 624 905 178 (DT, 
EN)  
margaret@alegriahealth. 
com 
Carla Sabino Nunes 
+351 917 762 825 
(PT,EN,FR) 
carlasabinonunes@icloud.
com

05 Dates and 
Location 
From 9am to 18h00, with 
tea break. 
November 30th, 1st, 2nd 
and 3rd of December 
2023. 

mailto:liliacsn@icloud.com
mailto:carlasabinonunes@icloud.com
mailto:carlasabinonunes@icloud.com


To know more about  
Dr.Jean-Philippe Marcoux,  
please go to: 

       www.profilsneurosociologiques.com 
       contact@profilsneurosociologique.com 
                  

To know more about 
Samadhi - Terapias Alternativas, 
please go to: 

       geral@samadhiterapias.pt 
       samaditerapiasalternativas 
       samadhiterapias.pt 

http://www.profilsneurosociologiques.com
mailto:contact@profilsneurosociologique.com
mailto:geral@samadhiterapias.pt
http://samadhiterapias.pt
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          Dear all, 

     As we approach the date of the Seminar, we 
would like to give you the opportunity to chat with 
Dr.Jean-Philippe Marcoux, on a moment of 
Questions&Answers. He will be giving an insight to 
how the four days of seminar will unfold and, more 
crucially, what you can expect to achieve at the end 
of it. 
     We will be holding this meeting on-line, on the 
19th of November 2023, at 16h00. To join us, please 
e-mail your interest to liliacsn@icloud.com and we will 
send you the link to connect to. We are excited to 
bring Dr.Marcoux to you and share this moment to 
hear your voices and thoughts.  

      Until then, much love to all, 
          
    Lília, Carla and Margaret 

mailto:liliacsn@icloud.com
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